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A BSTRACT
Multi-task learning is a very challenging problem in reinforcement learning.
While training multiple tasks jointly allows the policies to share parameters across
different tasks, the optimization problem becomes non-trivial: It is unclear what
parameters in the network should be reused across tasks and the gradients from
different tasks may interfere with each other. Thus, instead of naively sharing parameters across tasks, we introduce an explicit modularization technique on policy
representation to alleviate this optimization issue. Given a base policy network,
we design a routing network which estimates different routing strategy to reconfigure the base network for each task. Moreover, instead of creating a concrete
route for each task, our task-specific policy is represented by a soft combination
of all possible routes. We name this approach soft modularization. We conduct
experiments on multiple robotics manipulation tasks in simulation and show our
method improves sample efficiency and final performance by a large margin compared to baseline methods.
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I NTRODUCTION

Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) has recently demonstrated extraordinary capabilities in multiple
domains, including robotic control and manipulation Lillicrap et al. (2015); Levine et al. (2016).
Despite current deep RL methods can learn individual policies for specific tasks, it is still challenging
to train a single network that generalizes across all possible robotic manipulation tasks.In this paper,
we study multi-task reinforcement learning as one step forward towards skill sharing across diverse
tasks and ultimately building robots that can generalize. By training deep networks with multiple
tasks jointly, the network can learn to share and re-use components across different tasks. This is
particularly important when we want to adopt RL algorithms in real-world.
Multi-task learning Caruana (1997) is an important problem in machine learning. Though researchers have shown learning with multiple objectives can benefit different tasks Misra et al.
(2016); Zamir et al. (2018); Wilson et al. (2007); Pinto et al. (2016); Pinto & Gupta (2017); Riedmiller et al. (2018); Sax et al. (2019) Multi-task reinforcement learning remains a hard problem. It
becomes even more challenging when the number of tasks increases. While sharing parameters and
structure across tasks can intuitively improve data efficiency, gradients from different tasks can cause
negative interference on each other. One way to avoid it in RL is to use policy distillation Parisotto
et al. (2015); Rusu et al. (2015); Teh et al. (2017).However, this line of approaches still requires
separate networks for different policies and an extra distillation stage in learning.
To tackle negative gradient interference, compositional model with multiple modules was introduced Haarnoja et al. (2018a); Singh (1992); Devin et al. (2017); Rusu et al. (2016); Qureshi et al.
(2020); Peng et al. (2019); Haarnoja et al. (2018a); Sahni et al. (2017). Andreas et al. (2017) trained
modular subpolicies and task-specific high-level policies jointly in a Hierarchical Reinforcement
Learning (HRL) framework, and achieved better performances than both independent task-specific
policies and a full-shared multi-task policy. However, training subpolicies often require predefined
1
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tasks or some sophisticated way to discover subgoals for policy learning. Moreover, it may be
challenging to even explicitly define subgoals in complex continuous robotic manipulation tasks.
Instead of designing modules explicitly for subpolicies, we propose a soft modularization method
in this paper, where we generate soft combinations of different modules for different tasks without
explicitly specifying the policy structure. Our approach consists of two networks: a base policy
network and a routing network. The base policy network is composed of multiple modules. It takes
the state as the input and outputs the action depending on the task. The routing network takes a
task embedding together with the current state as input and estimates the routing strategy. Instead
of taking hard assignments on modules for each task, our routing network outputs a probability
distribution over module assignments for each task. A task-specific policy network can be viewed
as a weighted combination of the shared modules according to the probability distribution. In this
way, we can directly back-prop through the routing weights and train the routing network and base
policy network together over multiple tasks. Our work is closely related to Rosenbaum et al. (2017);
Purushwalkam et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2019). Rosenbaum et al. (2019) use RL to train the
routing network, while we train routing network directly with back propagation. By using soft
modularization, our approach learns to automatically share modules across tasks. The advantage of
our approach is that we can still modularize the networks according to different tasks with the need
to explicitly specify policy hierarchies (e.g., HRL), which typically leads to optimization difficulties.
Soft combination also enable agent to switch softly between learned subpolicies.
We perform experiments in the Meta-World environment Yu et al. (2019), which contains 50 different robotic manipulation tasks. By using soft modularization, we achieve significant improvements
in both sample efficiency and final performance over previous state-of-the-art multi-task policies.
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Figure 1: Our soft modularization
model contains a base policy network with multiple modules(left)
and a routing network(right).
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Figure 2: Training curves of different methods on all
benchmarks. The concrete lines represent the average
over different seeds and the shaded areas represent the
standard variance over different seeds.

We propose to perform multi-task reinforcement learning by using a single base policy network
with multiple modules. As visualized in Figure 1, we utilize routing network(on the right side
of Figure 1) to generate the probabilities to combine the modules in base policy network. Soft
modularization enable agent to learn task-specific policies and discover what modules to share cross
tasks. Since the soft combination process is differentiable, both networks can be trained together in
an end-to-end manner.
2
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2.1

S OFT M ODULARIZATION

As shown in Figure 1, our model contains two networks: the base policy network and the routing
network. At each time step, the network takes the current state st and the task embedding zT as
inputs. We forward st to a 2-layer MLP and obtain a D-dimension representation f (st ), which is
then fed into the modules as well as the routing network. We extract the representation for the task
embedding by one fully connected layer as h(zT ), which is also in D-dimension.
Routing Network. The depth of our routing network is corresponding to number of module layers
in the base policy network. For a base policy network with L module layers containing n modules,
the routing network have L − 1 layers to output the probabilities to weight the modules and the
dimension of the probability vector is n × n. Formally, we define the output probability vector for
2
the lth layer as pl ∈ Rn . The probability vector for the next layer can be represented as:
pl+1 = Wdl (ReLU(Wul pl · (f (st ) · h(zT )))),

(1)

2

where Wul is a fully connected layer in RD×n dimensions, which converts the probability vector
to an embedding having the same dimension as the task embedding representation and observation
representation. We perform dot-product between these three embedding to obtain a new feature
representation containing information from the previous probabilities, the task and the observation.
2
This feature is then forwarded to another fully connected layer Wdl ∈ Rn ×D , which leads to the
probability vector for the next layer pl+1 . We visualize this process in Figure 1. For computing the
first layer of probabilities, we use :
pl=1 = Wdl=1 (ReLU(f (st ) · h(zT )))
(2)
l
To weight the modules in the base policy network, we use softmax function to normalize p̂i,j =
exp (pli,j )
Pn
l
j=1 exp (pi,j )

which is the probability of weighting the jth module in the lth layer for contributing

to the ith module in the l + 1 layer.
Base Policy Network. As shown in the left side of Figure 1, our base policy network has L layers
of modules, and each layer contains n modules. We denote that the input for the jth module in the
lth layer is a d-dimensional feature representation gjl ∈ Rd . The input feature representation for the
ith module in the l + 1 layer can be represented as,
n
X
l+1
p̂li,j (ReLU(Wjl gjl )),
(3)
gi =
j=1

where Wjl ∈ Rd×d represents the parameters for the module . The features for the lower layer
modules are forwarded to a different fully connected layers and a non-linear layer (ReLU). We
compute a weighted sum of these features by using the probability outputs from the routing network.
Given the features for the modules in the
Pnlast layer, we compute the mean and variance as the
outputs for the policy network, µ, σ = j=1 WjL gjL , where WjL ∈ Rd×o are the parameters for
the modules in the last layer, and o represents the dimension of the outputs. Note that although we
have only introduced the network architectures for policies so far, the soft Q-function follows the
similar network structure, but initialized and trained with different parameters.During training, we
train all the parameters jointly. We use an one-hot vector as the input zT for each task, and the task
embedding representation h(zT ) is trained together with back-prop.
2.2

M ULTI - TASK O PTIMIZATION

Although the soft modularization provides a differentiable way to share and re-use the network
across tasks, the training speed of different tasks can still vary. To tackle this problem, we introduce
a simple yet effective way to automatically adjust the weights of loss for different tasks to balance
the training across tasks. This weight is directly related to the temperature parameter α in Soft ActorCritic(SAC)Haarnoja et al. (2018b), which is learned to control exploration in SAC. In general, if
the mean entropy is smaller than desire, the α increases to encourage exploration and vise versa,
therefor the task with greater α has smaller entropy which indicate higher confidence the agent have
on the task. In our multi-task setting, we have different temperature parameters for M different
exp (−αi )
PM
. We then use
tasks: {αi }M
i=1 . We define the objective weights wi for task i as, wi =
exp (−α )
j=1

j

the weighted average of losses from each tasks for optimization. We apply this balance technique to
all experiments for our model.
3
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3

E XPERIMENT

We evaluate our approach with Meta-World Yu et al. (2019). There are two benchmarks for multitask learning : MT10 and MT50, requiring learning 10 and 50 manipulation tasks with fixed goals
respectively. To make tasks more realistic and challenging, we extend tasks to have flexible goals:
a goal is sampled from a fix distribution for each episode. We name two extensions as MT10Conditioned and MT50-Conditioned, the original challenge as MT10-Fixed and MT50-Fixed.
Baselines. We train our model using Soft Actor-Critic(SAC). Thus we compare to two SAC baselines without using our network architecture as following: Multi-task SAC (MT-SAC): using a
one-hot task ID embedding together with the observation (state) as inputs. Note that we use the
same task embedding in our approach. Multi-task multi-head SAC (MT-MH-SAC): This baseline
is built upon the previous Multi-task SAC baseline with one independent head for each task. These
baselines are also proposed in Yu et al. (2019). To reproduce their results, we follow the specific
network structure and hyper-parameters described in Yu et al. (2019).
Variant of Our Approach. We conduct experiments under two settings of our method for better
understanding of soft modularization. We ablate different numbers of module layer and modules in
each layer: Ours Shallow: contains L = 2 module layers, n = 2 modules per layer and the output
for each module is a d = 256 dimensions representation. Ours Deep: contains L = 4 module layers
with n = 4 modules per layer. To maintain the network capacity, we set d = 128.
Evaluation Metrics. Since the rewards defined for different tasks are not related, the total(or average) accumulated reward is not a good metric to evaluate multi-task RL algorithms. We use the
average success rate cross tasks to measure the performance of multitask reinforcement learning
methods. For each experiment, we train both our approach and the baselines with 3 random seeds.
General Results. We present the overall comparison over different methods in this section. We
provide the training curves in Figure 2. We also provide the comparison on the final models in
Table 1(all models are evaluated after convergence).
Results on MT10-Fixed. As shown in Table 1, our re-implementation of multi-task multi-head SAC
performs very close to the reported results in Yu et al. (2019). Although the final success rate of our
method is only 2% better than our baseline, our method actually converges faster than the baseline
as shown in the 2nd plot in Figure 2. The reason that we are not getting a significant gain in the final
success rate is because training 10 tasks with fixed goals is quite simple.
Results on MT10-Conditioned. By making MT10 goal-conditioned, it increases the difficulties of
the tasks. In this case, we can see from Table 1 that our approach (Ours Shallow) achieves more
than 4% improvement over the baseline. Our approaches continue to improve the sample efficiency
over the baselines.
Results on MT50-Fixed and MT50-Conditioned. When we are moving from joint training with 10
tasks to 50 tasks, the problem becomes more challenging. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, our
method achieves a significant improvement over the baseline methods (around 25%) in both fixed
goal and goal-conditioned settings. We also observe that in MT50 settings, Ours Deep performs
better than Ours Shallow approach, while it is the opposite in MT10 setting. The reason for this phenomenon might be that in smaller tasks set, simple network topology enforce different tasks to share
more knowledge while complex topology encourages the independent training of each task. While
in larger task set, complex network topology prevents opposing tasks from harming the performance
of each other.

4

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose to perform multi-task reinforcement learning with soft modularization
for robotics manipulation tasks. We show that training multiple tasks jointly with our method can
significantly improve the sample efficiency as well as the success rate over the baselines by a large
margin. The advantage of our method becomes more obvious when there are more and more diverse
tasks. This shows that soft modularization allows the agent to effectively share and reuse skills
learned across tasks, which opens up future opportunities to generalize the policy to unseen tasks in
a zero-shot manner.
4
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A

A PPENDIX
Method
MT-SAC
MT-SAC∗
MT-MH-SAC
MT-MH-SAC∗
Ours Shallow
Ours Deep

MT10-Fixed
39.5%
44.0%
88.0%
85.0%
87.0%
86.7%

MT10-Conditioned
42.6%
67.4
71.8%
68.4%

MT50-Fixed
28.8%
31.4%
35.9%
35.5%
59.5%
60.0%

MT50-Conditioned
28.3%
34.2%
60.4%
61.0%

Table 1: Average success rates over all tasks for MT10 and MT50.MT-SAC, MT-MH-SAC stands for
multi-task SAC and multi-task multi-head SAC results reported in Yu et al. (2019). MT-SAC∗ ,MTMH-SAC∗ stands for multi-task SAC and multi-task multi-head SAC implemented by our own.
MT-SAC∗ and MT-MH-SAC∗ model are evaluated after 100 million samples on MT50-Fixed and
MT50-Conditioned. MT-SAC∗ and MT-MH-SAC∗ model are evaluated after 20 million samples on
MT10-Fixed and MT10-Conditioned.
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